
Feedback from Parents information evening 20.11.14 

1.       Very good session 

2.       Reece was very nice to talk to 

3.       Enjoyable and informative 

4.       I was comfortable with my level of knowledge but now realise how much I didn’t know 

5.       A very interesting evening – amazed by how many apps there are out there which are easily 

accessible 

6.       Very helpul evening, particularly impressed with the students 

7.       Thank you.   The pupils introduction session to different apps and sites and potential 

dangers was really good 

8.       Very good information 

9.       Workshops were good with focus on different elements 

10.   Would have appreciated paper handouts of workshop material so I could make notes of 

items I must do on returning home 

11.   Video was particularly interesting and reinforced dark side of online/internet.  Well done. 

12.   Really interesting insight into world of social media and gaming 

13.   I am really glad I come, learnt new stuff that can help with my parenting.  Please continue to 

run this awareness 

14.   Time to bring in tablet etc to actually go through parental controls etc 

15.   Informative and a good reminder of how to stay safe.  Learnt some useful websites 

16.   For me, gaming is biggest issue and would have appreciated more on this.  However the 

session was very helpful. Thank you 

17.   Very informative, great improvement with works etc.  Shame not more people came 

18.   Thank you – very interesting, particularly useful as we have just bought our daughter a 

laptop.  Perhaps a checklist to support what we have to have in place when you purchase a 

laptop or iPad 

19.   Many children in Year 8 are playing 18+ Xbox games at home – can a letter be sent to 

parents explaining the violence and graphic sex scenes please? 

20.   Very powerful message in gaming session – shocking examples of games.  If I was ever 

wavering about 18 games I am now renewed with resolve 

21.   Very informative. Thank you 



22.   Really useful evening – good ideas of how to talk to son 

23.   Parent setttings/restrictions/settings 

24.   Hugely informative and worthwhile, thanks!  Worrying in a useful way 

25.   Very useful – found the gaming shocking.  No information on how to find the history of what 

the child has been looking at/playing 

26.   Shocking to see ‘Call of Duty’, good to emphasise communication with child 

27.   As someone who likes to keep abreast of social media, most of of that side I knew 

about.  But the gaming side of things I found really informative.  Thank you 

28.   Signs of gaming addiction; ISP controls, Youtube filtering – didn’t know you could do this 

29.   Very useful evening given me lots to think/worry about.  So much changing so quickly – 

worth coming each year 

30.   Good sessions, great involvement of pupils and relevant and helpful information. Thanks 

31.   Very informative, knowledgeable staff and students.  Some very worrying stats and video 

clips (GTA/COD) 

32.   Very informative and enlightening.  Especially the session on gaming.  I was shocked I had no 

idea!  Make the sessions longer as very worthwhile 

 


